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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made in the production of this report, BNZ and Marketview 
Limited are not responsible for the results of any actions taken on the basis of the information in this 
report and expressly disclaim any liability to any person for anything done or omitted to be done by 
any such person in reliance on the contents of this report and any losses suffered by any person whether 
direct or indirect, including loss of profits.

NB: The BNZ Marketview Consumer Spending Series provides a measure of national consumer 
spending trends in the core retail categories (excluding fuel). It is based on the monthly credit and debit 
card spending of BNZ customers. It includes GST, but excludes other forms of electronic transactions 
such as overseas cards, gift cards, corporate and fuel cards. Numbers reported are actual values and 
volumes i.e. not seasonally or inflation adjusted. Accordingly the series may differ from other electronic 
transaction data reports.

THIS WEEK AT A GLANCE

LAST 52 WEEKS
VS. SAME WEEKS YEAR PRIOR

LAST 30 DAYS
VS. SAME PERIOD LAST YEAR

LAST 7 DAYS
VS. SAME WEEK LAST YEAR

Note: Calculations exclude spending on fuel

CHANGE IN SPENDING

WEEKLY CONSUMER
SPENDING SERIES

SPENDING

+1.18%
TRANSACTIONS

+3.59%

SPENDING

+2.38%
TRANSACTIONS

+3.60%

SPENDING

+3.01%
TRANSACTIONS

+4.25%

Spending back to normal for most
Results are back in the green for many categories this 
week, as consumer spending grew 1.18%. Transactions 
experienced a strong bounce back to their long term 
growth trend levels, up 3.59% on 2017.

Most of this week’s growth was driven by consumable 
food retailers such as takeaways, hospitality and liquor. 
Fuel continues to feature in the top growth categories, 
with prices now 15% higher than the same period last 
year.

Week ending
14 January 2018

Going up
Appliances +10.7%

Takeaways +9.9%

Fuel +9.0%

Holidays over for workers and retailers
One of the main drivers of this week’s spending growth 
is likely the thousands of Kiwis that returned to work 
on the 8th after the Christmas break. With the city 
centres filled back up, and coffee’s, lunches and mid 
week treats back on the agenda, it’s not surprising 
that consumer spending saw a bit of a lift.

Comparing spending levels last week with a week 
prior (the first week of the year), the value being 
spent increased 16.4%, a big jump from one week to 
another. Almost every category saw spending levels 
increase between the two weeks, with some New Year 
staples leading the way.

Last week, books and stationery retailers saw spending 
increase 37.8% compared to a week prior, as many 
students and offices prepare for a new year of study 
and work. Supermarkets and dairies also experienced 
strong growth on the first week of January, up 11.4%, 
as many families restock the fridge after holidays.

It is important to note the two public holidays in the first 
week of January, which could have  impacted week to 
week growth. However when adjusting for these days, 
spending was up 5.1%, and transactions up 8.5%, a 
definite lift in activity. Looking to spending patterns 
from this time last year, we can expect spending to 
return to normal levels over the next few weeks, as the 
rest of the country returns to work and school.



2017 HOLIDAYS AT A GLANCE

WEEK ENDING
7 JANUARY 2018

WEEK ENDING
31 DECEMBER 2017

WEEK ENDING
24 DECEMBER 2017

Note: Calculations exclude spending on fuel

CHANGE IN SPENDING - HOLIDAY PERIOD RECAP

WEEKLY CONSUMER
SPENDING SERIES

SPENDING

+13.4%
TRANSACTIONS

+15.4%

SPENDING

+9.5%
TRANSACTIONS

+13.8%

SPENDING

-5.00%
TRANSACTIONS

-2.62%

No last minute shopping frenzy this Christmas

DECEMBER 2017
RECAP

growth results at these levels suggest that Kiwis were taking 
advantage of November's many sales, and possibly getting 
in earlier than usual for their Christmas gift buying, instead of 
purchasing last minute at the shops in December.

END OF YEAR BLOW OUT?
Spending results for the final week of the year were much 
stronger, with one public holiday in the week both years 
somewhat balancing the numbers. This year Kiwis seemed 
to be taking advantage of the sales on Boxing Day, with 
consumer spending on the day up 5.1% on the same time 
last year. Transactions were relatively unchanged, +0.8%, 
indicating consumers were making higher value purchases. 
This is reflected in category growth - travel agents and 
appliances, both big ticket categories, saw the biggest 
spending growth on Boxing Day, up 55.2% and 21.6% 
respectively. However popular discretionary categories 
such as department stores and apparel saw comparably 
low growth results - department stores up just 3.1%, while 
apparel categories fell a combined 0.8% on last year's 
Boxing Day sales. Low figures such as these may indicate 
retailers are heavily discounting their stock resulting in 
modest spending results, however even lower transaction 
figures suggest consumers may not have been rushing out 
to these shops on Boxing Day, but checking out the sales 
later in the week.

While we saw some big numbers surrounding Christmas, 
December 2017's overall lackluster figures suggest that 
there are factors increasingly in play that may be effecting the 
usually bumper spending season. Online, earlier sales and 
high fuel prices may be discouraging Kiwis from last minute 
buying frenzies. Alongside what seems to be continual 
discounting by retailers, consumers didn't seem to have 
their usual sense of urgency surrounding Christmas sales, 
particularly on Christmas Eve. With many stores extending 
their sales into the New Year, retailers may see consumers 
spreading their spending throughout the holiday season, 
instead of starting the year with the traditional Christmas 
sales 'hangover'.

Although the above numbers suggest some strong growth 
over the Christmas break, differences in dates have caused 
some results to skew. The week ending 24 December saw 
strong growth, largely due to the equivalent week in 2016 
including Christmas Day. This meant a huge jump in the 
weekly numbers, but not necessarily a big pre-Christmas 
week for retailers.

CHRISTMAS BUILD UP A LET DOWN
In the five days leading up to Christmas, consumer spending 
was relatively unchanged on the same period a year prior, 
-0.1%. Transactions for 20-24 December were up slightly, 
+1.2%, a modest result for the time of year. Looking at 
category growth, figures show that any extra pre-Christmas 
purchases may not have been all gifts. Over 20-24 December, 
the categories with the strongest spending growth were fuel 
and appliances, both up 11.1%. While growth in appliances 
suggest there may have been a few gadgets and electronics 
under the tree, traditional 'gift' categories such as department 
stores and clothing experienced negative results in the five 
days prior to Christmas (down 5.7% and 2.3% respectively).

While results suggest that the few days before Christmas 
were relatively quiet, spending figures from Christmas 
Eve confirm that this year's gift haul was not a last minute 
affair. Consumer spending on December 24 was down 
15.8% on the same day last year, while transactions fell 
11.9%. Although these figures are low, they are not much 
of a surprise. Earlier in December, we predicted consumer 
spending in the week leading up to Christmas would peak 
on Friday 22nd, as Kiwis gave themselves the weekend to 
relax and travel to their holiday destinations. Spending 
results confirmed this prediction, with the highest day for 
consumer spending in December the 22nd.

A clue as to why pre-Christmas spending figures were 
slower than usual could be in online spending, particularly 
in November. Online spending in November saw some of 
the strongest growth of 2017, up 13% on a year prior. For 
what is already the biggest month for online purchases, 


